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Marty: Larry, this really isn’t my field. 
Levy: Marty, come on, just give it a shot, you can’t 
lose here. 
Marty: How about… “Mud Slide Kills Sixty-four in 
Slums of Chile”? 
Levy: That’s good. Triumph over tragedy. Sounds like 
a John Boorman picture. Slap a happy ending on it, 































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 1: “THE MOST ORDINARY WORD…”* 























































































































































































































































































































































































   
 
FADE IN:  
 
It’s snowing in southwestern Ohio. Before us, 
nestled in the rolling hills: a postcard slice of 
suburbia. Super the legend: 
 
UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO. 
Three Weeks Earlier. 
Peaceful. Serene. It’s the town in the glass bubble, 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 2: THE WORD, THE LENS,  


















































































































































































THE MAN WITH THE MOVIE CAMERA 
A REPORT IN SIX REELS 
PRODUCED BY VUFKU, 1929 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the land of capital / I see / the golden chain of 
capital / the foxtrot / the machines / and you / and  
you / I see you / and you / and you / and you / it 
is you I see / in the service of capital / more 
machines / more / and more / but no less hard is it 
for the worker / no less… / hard / I see / the 
colonies / the capital / the colonies / the slaves / 
the capital / the slaves / from the negroes / for 
the fun of it / it makes “The Chocolate Kiddies” / 
capital / the toys / the guns / hatred / cramps / on 
                                                
58)Vertov,)KinoAEye,)7.)
81)




































Intertitle: Then, sixteen years… 
Long shot: Marquis and the guests feasting 
Intertitle:... Years that to Evrémonde recorded only  
the passing of Time 
Midshot: Marquis and guests 
Intertitle: Years that so changed another, that  
even, freed from the Bastille, the twilight of  
his mind held him prisoner 
Midshot: Manette holds a shoe, stares vacantly at  
the camera, then lowers his eyes. 
Long shot: a concerned Defarge, Lorry, and Lucie  
standing near Manette 
Intertitle: Years that burned the hatred of a  
decadent aristocracy into one having reason  
to hate 






































































Like one crazed, Fedka tries to fling himself at  
the Tsar. 
 
The path to the latter 





in a bound. 
Staden has barred. 
 
He plunges his knife into Fyodor. 
 
The hunched figure of Ivan slumps on his throne: 
So—now the Basmanovs have ceased to be… 
 
Fyodor lies motionless. 
With a glassy stare, upwards 
at the crowns of the forty martyrs  
looks the dying man. 
 
A solitary tear 
down the gray beard 
of Tsar Ivan rolls… 
At the end of the beard it hangs, 
as though made out of graveside sobbing. 






































































































































































































































































































































































70mm CU of The STAGECOACH DRIVER 
O.B. (pronounced Obie) as he whips 
the horses forward, keeps the 





....he sees something up ahead. 
 
He pulls back on the reins. 
 
CU HORSE MOUTH 
as reins are pulled back. 
 
Their HOOVES 
slowing in the snow. 
 
O.B. 
still fighting the reins. 







still trying to stop their vigorous 
glide. Snorting and coughing HOT 
BREATH, the horses finally settle 





































































































































































































































Sub-title: A dying mother’s strange trust 
Room: Woman in bed; man and woman standing behind  
 bed; man and girl standing alongside of bed. 
Sub-title: The bequest 
Room – minister’s study 
Letter: My Beloved Pastor: My husband worked me to  
 death, but I have managed to save a little sum.  
 Take it and from time to time buy my daughter  
 the bits of finery she has always been denied.  
 Let no one know. Mary Harding 
Sub-title: Afterwards – “Daddy, can’t I have a new  
 hat?” 
Man sitting at table – girl standing a short  
 distance from him 
Room: Girl looking in mirror 
Room: Man sitting at table – girl talking to him 
Room: Girl looking in mirror12 
)


















































































Fade into a big scene of wharf laborers hard at toil 
plainly showing the arduous nature of the work by 
which the wharfies earn their living wage. Among 
them is one big-hearted, honest, illiterate man 
loved by all.  
 
  BILL GARVAN. 
  A Wharf-Laborer, whose head has not been  
filled with the learning of schools, but 
whose heart has passed with honors in the 
University of Life.19 
)












































Leader- Some days later. John recognizes the Count 
as a chauffeur. 
 
12. Street- Morton, Nell and Count coming toward 
camera – John enters from camera- raises hat- Nell 
and Count respond – Morton looks straight ahead– 
they exit- John looks after them- puzzled- thinks- 
dissolve in auto at curb- chauffeur bending over 
machine- straightened up- shows face- it is the 













3   MARY, AN ORPHAN, BOUND OUT TO  
 FARMER JENKINS TWO YEARS AGO 
 
Kitchen at Jenkins'. A big room, serving both as 
kitchen, dining-room and partial living-room. 
The place is replete with all necessities, and 





though kept in certain order, is anything but 
neat, or inviting. Enter Mary, a young girl 
about fifteen, slovenly dressed, awkward and 
unsophisticated, but bearing evidence of beauty 






































































































INT. RIGGAN'S DRESSING ROOM - THEATER - DAY 1 
 
Close on the brilliant colors of a middle eastern 
rug, the center of what seems to be a makeshift 
“meditation” space. 








We slowly tilt up to discover the back of Riggan 
Thomson (55). He is in the proper ‘Lotus’ position, 
dressed only in tight white briefs and he appears to 
be meditating deeply. And if all this seems a little 
odd, it becomes all the more so when you notice that 
he is levitating almost two feet above the floor. 
His breath is calm and measured... in and out... in 
and out. 
 
    MAN (V.O.) 
   How did we end up here? 
   (Beat.)   
































































































A-1 START the picture with the actual street sign:  
SUNSET BOULEVARD, stencilled on a curbstone. In  
the gutter lie dead leaves, scraps of paper, burnt 





























Price pulls a card from an inside coat pocket and 
holds it up for their inspection: "PAUL OWEN, PIERCE 
& PIERCE,MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS." Bateman 
swallows, speechless. The sound in the room dies 
down and all we hear is a faint heartbeat as Bateman 
stares at the magnificent card. 
  
 
   BATEMAN (V.O.) 
  Look at that subtle off-white  
  coloring. The tasteful thickness 
   of it. Oh my God, it even has a  





































INT. BARN - DAY  
 
The door opens. A column of outside light slides in, 
barely stretching to the Chevy pickup in the back. 
Roger comes in. As he reaches for a wall switch -- 
 
        CUT TO:  
 
Camera’s pov - over his shoulder toward the truck. 
We’d swear there was the silhouette of a woman 
sitting inside, seemingly looking at Roger, but the 



















































EXT. WINDMILL INN – DAY 
 
The Saab pulls into the parking lot of this motel 
with a “Danish” theme. And look – there’s the 
WINDMILL itself, its decorative blades motionless.44 
)
)
















































































































































































































DEAD OF NIGHT 
    
LOU alone in his car, driving an L.A. FREEWAY ... 
windows down ... clock blinking 3:44 AM ... ad on 
the radio ... LOU sees an accident up ahead ... 
passes 
 
TWO HIGHWAY PATROLMEN   
 
trying to pull an unconscious WOMAN from a BLAZING 
CAR and  
 
LOU 
angles to the shoulder ... getting out to look as a 
POLICE HELICOPTER SEARCHLIGHT stabs the dark ... LOU 





jump out ... one in charge, tough and indifferent 
... the other an employee ... both wear shirts with 
a logo that reads 
 
   MAYHEM VIDEO 
 
The man in charge (JOE LODER) carrying a 




      We’re first! 
 
JOE LODER 
               Got a view in the car! 
 
The MEN film the COPS trying to free 
 
 THE WOMAN   
130)
in the burning car as LOU looks inside their van and 
SEES  
 
A DOZEN SCANNERS 
 
blinking and blaring EMERGENCY COM-CHATTER ... two 
laptops set to GPS ... Los Angeles crime and tragedy 





 the effect is electrifying as   
 
THE POLICE CHOPPER   
 
banks low and 
 
 THE COPS   
 
smash glass and 
 
 THE CAMERA GUYS 
 




 skids to a stop and a MAN and WOMAN jump out and 
film and  
LOU 
 
looks inside the S.U.V. and regards an array of 
EMERGENCY SCANNERS and laptops and CUT TO 
 
10 MINUTES LATER 
 
and the two CAMERA CREWS have been shunted from the 
wreck ... filming the departure of a wailing 
ambulance ... action over, they head to their 
vehicles ... LOU following JOE LODER ... 
 
      LOU 
               Excuse me. This’ll be on  



















































MED. SHOT – MELANIE 
 
leaping ashore, tying up the boat, reaching down for 
the cage. She climbs onto the dock and approaches the 
CAMERA until she is in WAIST SHOT. The CAMERA STARTS 
to RECEDE in front of her as she walks forward.    
THE CAMERA MOVING TOWARD THE HOUSE AND BARN    
 
The barn door closed, still no sign of Mitch.    
 
WAIST SHOT - MELANIE    
 
Coming off the dock and onto the lawn, the CAMERA 
still RETREATING in front of her. She makes her way 
carefully across the lawn, glancing toward the barn, 
carrying the 
bird cage.      
 
 
FULL SHOT - CAMERA GETTING NEAR THE HOUSE AND BARN   
 
WAIST SHOT - MELANIE    




crossing the lawn, the CAMERA RETREATING in front of 
her.    
 
FULL SHOT - CLOSER - CAMERA APPROACHING THE HOUSE 
AND BARN 
 
CLOSE SHOT - MELANIE - WALKING    
 
CAMERA RETREATING in front of her: Excitement and 
anticipation on her face. She wets her lips. The 
CAMERA PANS WITH her as she goes to front door and 















































INT. MICHAEL'S ROOM - TWILIGHT    
 
Julianne alone in his room, looking around 
frantically. No worries about this guy making his 
bed every day, stuff, clothes, strewn everywhere, 
the bathroom looks like a cherry bomb just 
                                                
68)Ibid.,)40. 
135)
detonated. She's tramping through a bachelor's 
debris, wearing only her towel, looking, looking...  
 
There it is. The corner of his LAPTOP sticking out 
from beneath a discarded bedspread. She SNATCHES it 
up, OPENS it, sets it on the cluttered desk, and...  
  
... stops. There are wallet-sized SNAPSHOTS of 
Kimmy. Some alone. Some as a little girl. Some with 
Michael. And next to them...    
 
... the plastic fold-out wallet inset. That he has 
not yet quite rearranged. So she picks it up. Leafs 
through, until she finds what she was praying would 
be there...   
 
... Julianne grinning. Michael's arm around her. On 
the deck of a boat. They have drinks in their hands. 
Happiness in their eyes.  
 
And she stares at it. Jesus, God, how long has he 
carried this around? She flips through further, all 
the rest have her in them. Maybe half a dozen. Her 
heart is throbbing. Her eyes are damp.    
 
Back to the one on the boat. She slips it from the 
plastic window. Holds it. Then, gently...    
 
... puts it back where it belongs.  PUNCHES up the 
goddamn laptop. This is it, girl! Do or die.  
 
JULIANNE 
        (murmurs) 
        You wouldn't change your  
        password, would you? You  





















































































EXT. HELICOPTER VIEW OF THE CITY – DAY 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Yellow screen. Sound of a garden gate bell. 
2. Open countryside, a line of trees, seen from a 
railway carriage. The train is still. No sound. 
Quick fade out. 
3. Momentary yellow screen. 
4. The sea, seen from a high window, a towel hanging on 
a towel rack in foreground. No sound. Quick fade 
out. 
5. Momentary yellow screen. 
6. Venice. A window in a palazzo, seen from a gondola. 
No sound. Quick fade out. 
7. Momentary yellow screen. 
8. The dining room at Balbec. No sound. Empty. 
9. EXT. THE HOUSE OF THE PRINCE DE GUERMANTES. PARIS. 
1921. AFTERNOON. 
In long shot a middle-aged man (Marcel) walks 
towards the PRINCE DE GUERMANTES’s house.  
His posture is hunched, his demeanor one of defeat. 
Many carriages, a few cars, a crowd of chauffeurs. 
Realistic sound. 
10. INT. LIBRARY. THE PRINCE DE GUERMANTES’S HOUSE. 
1921. 
A waiter inadvertently knocks a spoon against a 
plate. 
Marcel, large in foreground, looks up. 
11. INT. DRAWING ROOM. THE PRINCE DE GUERMANTES’S HOUSE. 
1921. 
The drawing room door opens. 
The camera enters with Marcel, who hesitates. 
159)
Hundreds of faces, some of which turn towards him, 
grotesquely made up, grotesquely old. 
A tumult of voices. 











22. The camera pulls back to discover that the yellow 
screen is actually a patch of yellow wall in a 





























































































126. EXT. RIVERBELLE. THE GARDEN. 
 Night has not quite fallen. The lamps in the restaurant    
 cause a pale green reflection in the windows.   
 Impression of an aquarium.31  
)
)



































































































…It begins with Edna on a solitary walk through the 
streets of the French Quarter’s commercial district. 
The first shot is of a tiled street sign embedded in 
the sidewalk and a section of Edna’s skirt at the 
edge of the screen [Guiraud, “Sylvia”]. She wears a 
long gray woolen cape. The day is overcast and 
chilly. The camera angle reverses to reveal Edna as 
she looks downward at the sign. Now the shot changes. 
The camera will follow Edna on a steady trajectory 
through these streets, never losing sight of her as 
the shots change in alternation with fragmented 
perspectives, distance shots, and frames of Edna that 
also concentrate on her immediate surroundings. This 
series will communicate Edna’s aimless path in 
contrast with her secure demeanor. The streets are 
old and shabby, with sudden byways into arcades and 
side streets that are little more than alleys. 
Second-story apartments and offices all have ironwork 
balconies supported by posts to the sidewalk. These 
provide an overhang for pedestrians, as well as a 
shadowy aspect. The streets are crowded with people 
of every description: businessmen, dockworkers, 
servants on errands, and other indigenous 
inhabitants. There is a profusion of vendors in 
stalls, with portable carts, or with rustic boxes 





filled with wares. These include the flower vendors, 
the praline sellers, the syrup-ice seller, the 
palmetto-root-broom man, and the rice-cake stall. It 
quickly becomes clear that Edna is the only 
unescorted white woman in this business and market 
district. The little streetcars lurch in the road, 
and bicyclists hug the curb to avoid the cumbersome 
carriages. Edna weaves her way through the scene as a 
deliberate and curious observer. She is a stranger, 





























































The image changes to her perspective of the intimate 
retreat beyond the gate. A wall of the old stone 
house fills the background; checkered curtains 
border the small windows; and flowering plants are 
arranged on the brick ledges. In the courtyard 
several tables are artfully placed between or under 
orange trees. Remnants of food are left on one 
table, and its chairs are awry. The effect is of 































































The camera comes in very close; there is just Edna 
and the rolling waves that splash against her as she 
parts the water with flagging strokes. Then Edna 
lifts her face. She looks frightened, as though a 
bad memory had overtaken her. Edna regains her 
impassive expression, swims on, falters; her breath 
comes in winded gasps. Exhausted, she swims forward 
as the field of the image widens some. The tumult of 
the sea becomes more apparent on the screen. The 
camera dips to a lower angle, to a point where our 
view of Edna is lost in the depth of a wave. Then, 
as before, we see the sea from a slightly further 
distance. There is only the sea. This is held for a 
















































































































































(Interior. Day. MALCOLM, naked in the shower, 
letting the water roll over him. Under the sound of 
the water, we hear voices.) 
 
LOUISE’S VOICE Go stand in the sun and get some 
color, boy. 
 
SHORTY’S VOICE That’s Homeboy. From Detroit.—Hold 
still now. This shit can burn a 
hole in your head. 
 
LUTHER’S VOICE —the man who raped your mother and 
murdered your father! And you got 
the nerve to call yourself a man! 
 
SIDNEY’S VOICE When you get us out of prison. 
 
(The side-view mirror: the streets of Harlem. We 
stop before the Audubon Ballroom. MALCOLM nervously 
wipes his glasses, puts them on, enters the hall.)58 
) )






































































































































































The Camera moves across the sky, and now the black 
serrated shape of a rocky island breaks the line of 
the horizon. Sailing past the island is a large, 
four-masted schooner. We approach, we see that the 
ship flies the flag of New Zealand and is named the 
Canterbury. Her captain and a group of passengers 
are at the rail, staring intently towards the east. 
We look through their binoculars and discover a line 
of barren coast. Then, almost suddenly, the sun 
































































Titles, credits, and finally, to the accompaniment of 
trumpets and a chorus of triumphant angels, the name 
of the PRODUCER. The music changes its character, and 
if Debussy were alive to write it, how delicate it 
would be, how aristocratic, how flawlessly pure of 
all Wagnerian lubricity and bumptiousness, all 
Straussian vulgarity! For here on the screen, in 
















































































































































































































































































































































                                                
7)Claycomb’s)findings)reveal)four)subtypes)of)this)relationship:)1))possible)performances)(‘here’s)how)you)could)
produce)this)play’);)2))narrating)the)ideal)performance)(‘here’s)how)you)should)produce)this)play’);)3))unstageable)
narration)(‘here’s)how)you)should,$but$cannot)produce)this)play’);)4))the)past)practitioner)as)protagonist)(‘here’s)
how)we)did)produce)this)play’).))See:)Ryan)Claycomb,)“Here’s)How)You)Produce)This)Play:)Towards)a)Narratology)
of)Dramatic)Texts”)in$Narrative,)21.2)(2013),)160.)
198)
1. An)imperative)voice)that)interpellates)the)reader)to)a)film)technical)role.)
2. A)first`person)plural)that)speaks)to)the)reader)as)a)member)of)the)film)audience.))
3. A)camera`narrator)who)reveals)events)from)outside)the)story)world.)
4. Free)indirect)speech)that)draws)from)the)whole)atmosphere)of)the)fictional)blueprint.)
)
The)overarching)mode)of)address—“here’s)how)you)execute)this)film”—accommodates)
many)variables.)For)instance,)the)narratee)“you”)can)fluctuate,)from)an)ideal)spectator)to)
the)protagonist)of)the)fictional)blueprint)frame)story)(either)an)actual)practitioner)or)an)
imagined)one,)who)exists)in)the)mind)of)the)casual)reader),)just)as)the)narrative)about)“how)
to)execute”)can)change,)whether)a)person)is)reading)the)script)for)pleasure,)with)the)intent)
to)make)a)movie)of)it,)or)if)an)existing)film)offers)something)for)comparison.)What)does)not)
appear)to)vary)across)modern`day)screenplays)is)the)hypothetical)form)of)the)implicit)
second`person;)an)act)of)narration)that)recounts)a)story)in)the)style)of)a)guidebook.)
Therefore,)I)believe)“who)speaks”)in)a)screenplay)(besides)the)cast)of)characters)contained)
within)the)storyworld,)and,)if)any,)extradiegetic)voice`over))closely)resembles)Sternberg’s)
notion)of)a)hidden)director—the)implied)author)constructed)by)the)writer)(or)reader))to)be)
the)source)of)commentary)on)the)production.)The)value)in)divorcing)the)screenwriter)from)
the)cinematic`technical)voice)of)the)hidden)director)is)that)it)transitions)the)script)from)a)
real)production)context)into)the)realm)of)the)fictional.)This)means)that)the)narrator’s)
perspective,)which)I)link)to)different)“camera”)entities)(including)motivated,)
anthropomorphic)and)point`of`view)cameras),)is)not)to)be)identified)with)the)reality)or)
truth)of)any)actual)film,)but)instead)works)in)service)of)the)possible)performance)recounted)
from)the)impossible)position)occupied)by)the)hidden)director)(as)the)imaginary)
architect/first)spectator)of)the)fictional)blueprint).))
)
199)
Chapter!4:!Made<to<read!screenplays!underscore!the!pretense!of!production!
$
If)you)maintain,)as)many)people)do,)that)a)screenplay’s)function)is)to)serve)as)an)outline)or)
a)blueprint)for)a)film,)then)you)also)likely)believe)that)unproduced)screenplays)represent)
failed)films.)Alternatively,)if)you)recognize)that)different)readers)interact)with)screenplays)
differently,)and)that)film)scripts)sometimes)become)reading)material)intentionally,)then)
you)acknowledge)that)production)is)not)a)reliable)criterion)for)determining)what)is)(and)
what)is)not))a)failed)screenplay.)Accordingly,)the)purpose)of)this)chapter)was)to)claim)
common)ground,)for)made`to`read)screenplays)and)those)otherwise)reassigned)as)
literature,)as)complimentary)ways)of)destabilizing)production)as)an)aesthetic)strategy.)
Given)the)blueprint)concept’s)incidental)effect)of)confining)screenplay)studies’)interpretive)
vocabulary)to)practical)needs,)I)wanted)to)expand)on)the)roles)of)the)fictional)blueprint)
both)as)a)genre)(literature`in`screenplay`form))and)as)a)mode)of)reception)(screenplay`as`
literary)form).)Studying)the)genre)of)the)made`to`read)screenplay)involves)treating)it)as)a)
member)of)a)broader)category—as)a)certain)type)of)published)screenplay.)It)means)
identifying)some)of)the)shared)structural,)grammatical)and)stylistic)markers)that)are)used)
to)cue)a)fictional)film)production)in)our)minds)as)we)read.)Conversely,)once)it)exists)in)
print,)whether)the)author)had)originally)intended)to)publish)or)not,)screenplay)literature)
seems)to)authorize)an)interpretive)strategy)that)flips)the)usual)hierarchy)that)puts)
production)above)its)blueprint.)Instead,)it)suggests)a)reading)practice)that)is)primarily)
oriented)towards)understanding)the)blueprint)as)a)fictional)pretense)to)its)production.)
What)these)closeted,)made`to`read)screenplays)revealed)was)a)subterranean)world)in)
which)screenwriting,)sheltered)from)the)realities)of)motion`picture)making,)exposes)
obstacles)to)its)own)execution,)interpretation)and)narration)not)otherwise)considered,)
leading)to)questions)not)usually)asked)about)a)blueprint)for)a)production.)For)instance,)
200)
does)the)text)meet)the)minimal)aesthetic)requirements)of)fictional)discourse?)What)are)the)
signposts)of)fictionality)in)a)screenplay?)Is)the)narrative)we)read)in)a)script)an)embedded)
one)(the)creator’s)imagined)narrative)plus)the)implied)author’s)guide)for)its)possible)
performance)?)In)what)manner)does)the)controlling)frame)narrative)(the)blueprint`for`
production)frame))drive)us)back)toward)reading,)as)opposed)to)performance?)Does)the)
presumption)of)fictionality)remove)or)incite)doubts)that)concern)the)real)world)of)motion`
picture)production?))
)
I)presented)four)examples)of)literature`in`screenplay`form)because)each)brought)a)unique)
emphasis)to)the)different)authorial)motives)and)contextual)factors)that)constitute)the)
genre.)They)were,)in)no)particular)order:)
)
1. The)abandoned)screenplay:)a)fictionalized)re`telling)of)what)remains)of)an)abandoned)
film,)accompanied)by)its)instructions)for)production.)
2. The)interpretive)screenplay:)a)theoretically)driven)exercise)that)relies)on)screenwriting)
technique)as)a)literary)analytical)tool.)
3. The)rejected)screenplay:)a)script)renegotiated)for)publication)as)a)reaction)against)
production’s)claim)over)literary)authorship.))
4. The)satirical)screenplay:)a)novel)that)playfully)integrates)a)production)narrative)for)an)
unstageable)film.))
)
I)chose)Norman’s)closet)screenplay)concept)because)it)made)possible)certain)insights)into)
how)screenwriters)can)otherwise)conceive)of)the)relation)between)author)and)production,)
and)why)they)might)favour)publication)over)performance.)What)I)found)to)be)consistent)
across)the)case)studies,)besides)their)conditional)nature)as)production)plans,)was)a)
201)
continuous)border)crossing)between)fictional)and)dramatic)narrative)modes,)which)
amounted)to)two)kinds)of)production)impossibilities)from)the)reader’s)perspective.)The)
two)closet)scripts)by)design,)Ape$and$Essence)and)Edna,)employed)immoderate)forms)of)
commentary)that)most)would)consider)to)be)un`filmable,)whereas)the)accidental)novels,)
The$Proust$Screenplay$and)One$Day$When$I$Was$Lost,)framed)their)screenplays)as)rare)
literary)accomplishments)saved)from)their)fate)as)discarded)production)artifacts.)Together,)
these)dramatic)kinds)of)literature)stand)apart)from)technical)blueprints)mainly)in)the)sort)
of)interpretation)they)invite.)Instead)of)being)about)the)film)guided)by)the)actions)of)a)
hidden)director,)closet)screenplays)are,)in)my)opinion,)interpreted)more)meaningfully)as)
idealized)accounts)of)film)performances)at)a)remove)from)production.))
)
I)want)to)briefly)revisit)the)section)of)Chapter)3)dedicated)to)the)implied)author,)since)it)
relates)to)why)the)hidden)(or)implied))director)concept)proves)useful)as)a)reading)strategy,)
even)in)the)medium)of)the)novel.)I)concluded)that)section)with)the)proposal)that)the)
implied)author)is)a)function)of)the)screenwriter’s)intent)for)the)script—an)intuited,)hidden)
director)who)guides)the)reader)through)the)work,)with)instructions)for)its)ideal)execution.)I)
also)identified)the)3)narrative)vantage)points)in)a)master)scene)script)that)can)play)host)to)
the)author’s)constructive)intention:)the)fictional)storyworld,)the)imaginary)movie)screen,)
and)the)hypothetical)film)set.)It)follows)that)the)process)of)interpreting)a)screenplay)is)
wrapped)up)with)the)question)of)where)to)locate)the)writer’s)figurative)voice)in)the)text,)a)
search)largely)determined,)I)believe,)by)what)Sternberg)calls)the)functional)stages)(or)
reading)phases))of)a)script.)At)the)property)stage,)the)voice)holds)implications)for)the)
immediate)appeal)and)marketplace)potential)of)the)storyworld)level.)At)the)blueprint)stage,)
it)suggests)the)degree)of)importance)of)production)choices)to)the)effect)of)the)projected)
film.)At)the)reading)material)stage,)it)can)take)a)variety)of)stances)in)negotiation)with)
202)
performance,)consistent)with)the)tone)and)grammar)of)the)written)work.)Certainly,)the)
ways)in)which)a)screenplay)can)be)thought)to)narrate)a)film)production)will)depend)very)
much)upon)the)reader’s)purpose)and)interest,)but)I)would)argue)that)even)with)made`to`
read)screenplays,)the)reader’s)search)for)coherency)compels)them)to)posit)a)hidden)director)
in)connection)with)certain)spots)of)indeterminacy;)the)deliberate)gaps)and)blanks)within)
the)text.)
)
)
FUTURE!IMPLICATIONS!
)
One)of)the)main)points)of)discussion)throughout)this)thesis)has)been)that)the)screenplay)
should)be)acknowledged)as)a)readable)medium.)It)would)be)satisfying)if)the)fictional)
blueprint)concept)could)solve)all)the)relevant)problems)for)defending)screenwriting)as)a)
distinct)literary)practice,)in)addition)to)opening)doors)to)new)interactions)between)
screenplay)literature)and)film)production.)However,)even)if)the)metaphor)puts)up)certain)
obstacles)to)appreciating)scripts)this)way,)the)benefits)are)tangible.)For)one)thing,)to)regard)
the)screenplay’s)status)as)fictional)and)deviated)from)any)concrete)production)reality,)
always)points)playfully)back)to)the)writer’s)act)of)creative)imagination.)We)entertain)the)
possibility)of)a)film)as)a)fact)of)the)script,)irrespective)of)our)experience)or)knowledge)of)
some)finished)film)made)from)it.)Furthermore,)unlike)the)original)blueprint)definition,)
which)suggests)that)production)is)what)motivates)the)interpretation)of)a)script,)its)fictional)
counterpart)offers)itself)up)to)a)much)wider)set)of)interpretive,)literary)and)narratological)
strategies.)The)lesson)to)remember)is)that,)far)from)being)incompatible)with)reading)film)
scripts)vis`à`vis)their)production)context,)considering)them)as)standalone)works)simply)
allows)us)to)see)that)literature)and)filmic)blueprints)are)not)mutually)exclusive.)I)suspect)
203)
that)a)significant)aspect)of)future)screenplay)research)will)consist)of)representing)them)as)
complementary)positions)in)a)methodological)continuum.))
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